
GINS FROM THE SILVER 
COLLECTION

G'Vine Gin De France

The name Floraison means “flowering”, the key moment 
in the life cycle of the vine and the perfect description 
for a gin that is fresh and floral, refreshing yet round and
smooth, evoking the very essence of springtime in the 
vineyards, when the air is filled with fragrance of 
blossoming vine flowers. A unique gin that surprises both 
connoisseurs and those new to gin, at an elegant 
40% ABV, G’Vine Floraison is equally enjoyed at home in 
a refreshing Gin & Tonic and a summer cocktail.

Pickerings

Pickering's Gin is based on an old Bombay recipe, 
handwritten on a fragment of paper dated 17 July 1947.
Kept as a family secret for over 66 years, it only resurfaced 
in 2013 when we began distilling at Summerhall, right in 
the heart of Edinburgh. Tasting notes: Fresh, light and bold
flavours of citrus and juniper give way to intense warming
spice of cardamom, coriander seed and clove.

Four Pillars

Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin captures the essence of 
contemporary Australia’s heritage in Europe and Asia. 
We’re using whole oranges which is unusual but 
Australian citrus is highly aromatic and supports the spicier
botanicals like cardamom. The cinnamon and star anise 
add rich fruitcake tones, the Tasmanian pepperberry leaf 
provides warmth rather than heat, and the lemon myrtle 
is a beautiful alternative to lemon peel.

Persie 

Sniff it: Fragrant herb gardens with bay trees, rosemary and
basil. Mix it: We like this best when you keep it simple: on the
rocks. It also works well with naturally light tonic and hibiscus
tonic. Or, if you’re feeling foodie, try a Red Snapper with a 
little tomato juice, sherry and a drop of Tabasco. All you
need is a Sunday newspaper and you’re set. Glug it:
Savoury with gentle spices, and a rich, olive oil mouthfeel.



The King Of Soho 

Whilst remaining true to its London Dry heritage the gin
has a delicate combination of sweetness, citrus and
earthiness and a hint of grapefruit bitterness on the 
back of the palate. The gin has a clean and gentle nose
which belies its strength that opens up to reveal classic
juniper and pine notes with a refreshing zest of citrus
oil. The tangy grapefruit reluctantly gives way to soft
warming spice.

Da Mhile 

This artisan farmhouse gin is made with 18 botanicals. 
The nose is subtle fresh rose petals, then spice and a hint
of juniper. The initial palate is floral with bitter, fresh notes 
of dandelion and peppery cloves. The texture is silky, 
exuding a superb botanical mouth-feel finished by 
intense juniper tones and peppermint cool.

Filliers 28 

This classic gin is a handcrafted premium gin, infused 
and distilled with 28 botanicals, carefully selected by 
the Master Distiller. Filliers Dry Gin 28 is patiently distilled 
in small batches, using traditional copper pot stills at 
the Filliers Distillery, established in 1880.

Anno Sloe  

Say 'hello' to Anno's Sloe Gin! To make it, the Anno 
Distillers in Kent use a selection of local botanicals, 
including elderflower, rose hips, lavender and samphire
from the Romney Marsh, as well as handpicked Kentish
sloes. These little berries are infused in the spirit using a 
secret method to get all the yummy flavour from the fruit
and stone into the Sloe Gin. Suitable to enjoy neat, 
over ice or in a vibrant cocktail.

Monkey 47  

An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, 
Monkey 47 contains a unique ingredient. Cranberries! 
The 47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into
this unique gin, and the fact it's bottled at a healthy 47%. 



Brooklyn Gin  

Brooklyn Gin is a craft spirit made in New York with fresh 
citrus peels and hand-cracked juniper. Our gin is fresh, 
complex, and flavorful. It’s good enough to drink on its 
own and we’re proud of that. We use 100% fresh
citrus peels and hand-cracked juniper. By hand-cutting 
the citrus fruit, and releasing the essential oils in the juniper
berries, we make a more vibrant gin than the distillers who
use frozen or dried citrus peels

Citadelle Blue  

A delicate, aromatic French gin distilled in small 
Charentais pot stills using a mixture of 19 botanicals, 
including locally grown juniper, as well as citrus fruits, 
cinnamon and flowers.

Bluecoat American 

The Bluecoat American Dry distilled in a traditional copper
pot still and is named after the uniforms worn by the 
militia in the American Revolution. The botanical recipe i
s kept secret however the style is a classic dry gin.

Hammer & Son Old English Gin 

Oldy-timey gin from Hammer & Son, made with 11 
botanicals to a recipe from 1783 and distilled in the 
oldest working pot still in England! It's even presented 
in an oldy-timey fashion, in a recycled, wax sealed bottle.

Bombay Sapphire 

Creating the finest gin possible takes the highest quality
raw ingredients. They use up to 12 precious botanicals 
suspended above the spirit in perforated copper baskets 
during distillation. That way, as the heated spirit vapours
rise, they’re gently infused with all the rich aromatic 
flavours the botanicals release.Best served over ice with
chilled tonic and a slice of fresh lime. 



X Gin Aphrodisiac  

It was a time of Incas and Mayas. A time of death 
by sacrifice and heavenly thirst that needed to be
quenched. So the kings and queens gave order to 
the brewing masters to brew a godly nectar. They 
created a secret recipe of which is known that it 
contained the slightest hint of cocoa. They called it 
Xocoatl. According to legend it was the worlds first 
aphrodisiac. And so the Xocoatl recipe was revived 
and brought back as the X-Gin. Every bottle comes 
with dried Cocoa nips garnish in a small, handy glass bottle. 

Bathtub Gin

An extraordinary award-winning gin from Ableforth's.
Made using the traditional method of Cold 
Compounding (or in layman’s terms – infusing). Very 
high quality copper pot-still spirit is infused with ingredients
including juniper, orange peel, coriander, cassia, cloves
and cardamom, with the length of the compounding 
period controlled entirely by periodic sampling. The 
result is an extraordinary gin, lightly tinted by the 
botanicals, and with a flavour which is both bold, and 
perfumed all at once. Sure to be a hit with amateur and 
professional mixologists alike. Packaged using brown 
paper, string and wax, the presentation puts us in mind 
of a Victorian apothecary!

Aviation Gin

A batch distilled Gin from America, Aviation Gin offers a
Dutch style and it was distilled from rye and flavoured 
with Juniper, Lavender, Anise, Sarsaparilla, Orange peel
and Cardamom. Nose: Very clean and all on the juniper.
Beautiful lavender flavours, and citrus, with sweet grains
and earthiness. Palate: Spicy and oily in feel, floral notes
and the strongest juniper flavour you'll ever experience.

Curio Gin

Hand foraged from cliff tops, the rock samphire gin is
blended with fragrant botanicals and distilled in small
batches, for exceptional quality and a delicately 
smooth gin. We recommend trying it neat with just ice 
and a garnish. Delicious earthiness. Palate: Spicy and oily
in feel, 



Poetic License Old Tom Gin 

This classic gin originating from the mid 1800’s delivers 
a sweeter and more peppery taste than usual dry gins, 
from the botanicals alone. The inclusion of rose petals 
infuses a distinct character to the sweetness, as well as 
giving a rose gold tinge to Poetic License’s Old Tom Gin

Cotswolds Dry Gin  

A delectable blend of nine carefully considered botanicals
contribute to the clean and balanced finish of Cotswolds
Dry Gin. Fresh citrus-y grapefruit and a hint of perfumed
Cotswolds lavender open up to sweet and piney juniper
flavours, delicately infuse with bay leaf and cardamom to
create a well rounded, small batch distilled gin

Williams Aged Sloe Mulberry Gin

A delicious blend of Williams Chase Great British Gin, 
handpicked Herefordshire sloes and mulberries which 
are aged in oak barrels for a year. Thus resulting in a 
sweet and sticky liqueur with notes of figs, dates, prunes
and redcurrants

Cremorne Wild Blackthorne Sloe

Using a base of Colonel Fox London Dry Gin and 
yummy sloe berries from the blackthorn bush, 
Gentleman Badgers Blackthorn Sloe Gin is a curiously 
classy beverage full of sweet, jammy notes

Haymans Old Tom

Gloriously generous quantities of botanicals create a 
bold citrus and juniper pine character that is both rich 
and rounded on the palate, giving it a beautifully 
delicate finish. The subtle sweetness keeps Haymans 
Old Tom Gin true to the original style of English Victorian 
gin, first enjoyed in the 19th century



Chapel Down Bacchus Gin 

Those folks over at English winery Chapel Down seem 
to love exploring things which are not wine as much 
as things that are very much wine. Y'see, they've only
gone and made their own bloomin' gin! They make 
the base spirit for this tipple using the skins of bacchus
grapes from their own vineyards, and combine it with 
juniper, orange peel, lemon, lavender, elderflower, 
orris, angelica and coriander.

Hendricks 

Small batch typically means 1,000 litres or fewer. 
Hendrick's distills in miniscule batches of 500 litres, 
which gives their master distiller even greater control of
her careful artistry. Hendrick’s wondrous botanical 
signature consists of flowers, roots, fruits, and seeds from
the world over. They function to complement and set 
the stage for the delicious duet of infusions: rose petal 
and cucumber. Served with cucumber strips and perfect
over ice.

Gilt

Gilt Gin is made by the same Scottish company which 
makes the famous Valt Vodka. It's based on single malt 
spirit, which is distilled five times from nothing but malted 
barley

SILVER RANGE GIN PRICES

Single 25ml £3.60

Double 50ml £5.80

MIXER RANGE PRICES

Schweppes tonic water £1.90

Double Dutch tonic water £2.00

Fever Tree tonic water £2.10


